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SVI – PROJECTORS AND SCREENS

As brand partners and official distributors, Meridian Audio is able to provide dealers with top-of-therange projectors from Barco Residential and DT Screens solutions, creating premium quality home
cinema and media room experiences for its customers.

Barco Residential Projectors
Together, Meridian and Barco Residential can provide the key ingredients for a successful home
cinema or media room installation. Featured in Meridian’s new dedicated media room in
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, dealers are encouraging to experience the Medea projector, the
brightest UHD laser projector at its price point. It features 5500 lumen for true HDR playback and
gives integrators flexibility with five lens options, whilst ensuring a truly impressive image and
dynamic contrast to create an engaging and immersive experience, even in spaces where light
control is limited. Starting at just £21,500 RRP excluding VAT, the Barco Medea projector is
specifically designed to excel in media room applications for the ultimate movie-watching
experience, available to purchase through Meridian.

Display Technologies Screens
Display Technologies Screens’ wide range of models offer complete flexibility in size and aspect
ratio, which makes it easy to deliver the perfect viewing experience. With a knitted, white, wide
viewing angle, highly acoustically transparent image surface, the Reference Display Technologies
range of screens are the ideal solution, which can be installed with ease thanks to their easy build
technique. They can be installed straight onto the wall thanks to their front-loaded image surface,
reducing the risk of dirt and damage as the screen frame is already mounted before the screen
surface is fitted. This allows integrators to save time and money, whilst Transparent Reference

image surfaces deliver stunning, vibrant images without any moiré effect. Distributed by Meridian,
the micro bezel (2mm) Contempo screens start from just £1700 RRP excluding VAT, whilst the
Frontier screens (69mm bezel) from just £1900 RRP excluding VAT.

Meridian’s Design and Specification Service
Featuring solutions from Barco Residential and Display Technologies, Meridian’s complimentary
Design and Specification Service can help dealers to provide a complete audio-visual scheme when
paired with Meridian audio systems. It saves them both time and money whilst ensuring the correct
placement for the best possible audio experience in home cinemas and media rooms alike.

Together, Meridian, Barco Residential and Display Technologies can provide the key ingredients for a
successful home cinema or media room installation. To learn more about Meridian’s range of audio
solutions and partnerships, visit www.meridian-audio.com.
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Meridian Audio Contacts:
For further information, please contact: Katy Bradshaw at katy.bradshaw@meridian.co.uk
PR Contacts for Custom Installation:
Please contact: Shereen Russell or Melissa Baker at Wildwood Public Relations
shereen.russell@wildwoodpr.com or melissa.baker@wildwoodpr.com
ABOUT MERIDIAN AUDIO
Since 1977, Meridian Audio has been crafting innovative, elegant, high performance audio solutions.
From its compact DSP loudspeakers with integrated amplification, to its user-friendly music
management platform, Sooloos, Meridian delivers easy to install, high resolution audio systems for
home cinemas and whole home solutions. The Meridian Audio experience is now available in the
latest models from Jaguar Land Rover, thanks to a collaborative partnership between these two
leaders of British innovation and engineering. Meridian’s renowned audio quality has extended to
new markets including consumer electronics, in partnership with LG Electronics (LGE), marine and
airline, ultimately transforming the way people experience sound, wherever they are. Learn more at
www.meridian-audio.com.
Follow Meridian on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and You Tube @MeridianAudio.

